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This game is fantastic. I like a game that I can pick up for 10 minutes or 7 hours and have a unique experience while
playing each time. There are so many different ways to complete the objectives with so many different combinations of

enemies, conditions, tools, and trates.. If you like the base game, Heat Signature, and you are interested in its
development and wish to support the developer, this is totally worth getting. Otherwise, this might not be for you. (It

does include a great soundtrack, though.). If I could rate something as "meh" I would. Im not sure if anyone aside from
me even bought this, this game wasnt exactly well known unfortunately. Over here I paid about 30 reais for it, which I

would guess would be around 10 dollars? Youd be paying for many early prototypes which might be bound to simply not
work (prototype 8 began to stutter once and never stopped, making it fully unplayable), but are interesting in a few ways,
and the soundtrack, which again isnt available on youtube or anything because it isnt a well known game. If the price is
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10 dollars then I guess that would be ok, but in my country I basically payed the price of the base game for this, which
was totally not worth it and I did it for the soundtrack. Yeah thats that.. Its kinda a "meh" but its interesting to play and
hear about the older versions of the game. I would recommend if you like the game and have some extra money laying
around.. Its kinda a "meh" but its interesting to play and hear about the older versions of the game. I would recommend
if you like the game and have some extra money laying around.. This game is fantastic. I like a game that I can pick up
for 10 minutes or 7 hours and have a unique experience while playing each time. There are so many different ways to
complete the objectives with so many different combinations of enemies, conditions, tools, and trates.. If you like the
base game, Heat Signature, and you are interested in its development and wish to support the developer, this is totally

worth getting. Otherwise, this might not be for you. (It does include a great soundtrack, though.)
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